
CAPITOL CITY DISTRICTS

Boxtown – A warehouse and manufacturing district, Boxtown is also the primary area 
for homelessness and drug dens.  A rough neighborhood that is slowly being gentrified 
nearer to New Harbor, where many old warehouses are being turned into lofts and 
clubs.  Still, the center and east side of Boxtown remains fairly industrial and bleak.

Chinatown – Not just Chinese, but many different Asian cultures and peoples.  Exciting 
street markets, restaurants, seasonal parades, cheap apartments and well controlled 
organized crime.  Many “massage parlors” and “cat houses” in this neighborhood, 
accessed by the many narrow alleys.

Century City – Business district.  Gleaming towers of glass and steel.  Banking, 
Diamond Exchange, Capitol City Trade Tower (home of the CC Stock Exchange), with 
old British fortification walls near to the waterside.  The skyline is impressive, with the 
Sterling Enterprises building taking the prize as Capitol City’s tallest at 105 stories.

City Center -  The heart of the city.  Lafayette University, many clubs, stores, city 
government, hotels, expensive condos.  Very modern, since the entire area was razed 
by fire in 1903.  Tall buildings, condominiums, malls and other modern attractions make 
up the landscape.  The skyline is second only to Century City, with the Wilkerson Inc. 
tower dominating it at 90 stories.

Eastpark – Crazy rich neighborhood of condos and brownstones.  Think Central Park 



West and you have it.  Older buildings meet some newer, but nothing after 1941 has 
been built up due to a district by-law.  Very exclusive and very controlled, Eastpark is a 
walled off community with a private security force.

Eastside – Condos, apartments buildings, nice enough, not too much crime.  Yuppie 
neighborhood.  Many restaurants, bistros, etc.  Considered one of the top 5 trendy 
neighborhoods to live in.  Also the center of the Capitol City tech developments, it is 
home to many computer and internet-related companies, attracted by the reasonable 
office space rates.

Gramercy Park – A large and spacious residential area, Gramercy Park has condos, 
houses, brownstones and apartment buildings.  While the housing is expensive, it is 
considered reasonable for the upper westside.  Safe, clean and well-patrolled, Gramercy 
Park also has a lot of green space and a park that, while not as big, is as impressive as 
Capitol City Park.

Griffintown – Founded by Sister Mary-Margaret Griffin in 1857.  Irish immigrant center 
after the Potato Famine. These days Griffintown, while still very Irish, is also seeing 
other ethnic groups move in.  The ghost of a murdered prostitute (beheaded) named 
Bloody Mary by the locals, haunts Griffintown on foggy nights.  Or so they say ;)

Harborside – Just north of New Harbor, Harborside is an exclusively residential 
neighborhood.  Minor business that facilitate the locals are found there, but for the most 
part it is condos, expensive apartments and brownstones.  The Capitol City Institute of 
Technology occupies a large 4 block by 4 block campus in Harborside as well though 
most of its’ students could not afford to live nearby. 

The Hub – The trendiest part of Capitol City, the Hub has the best clubs and the best 
food according to the polls held by the Capitol City Chronicle and the Capitol City Daily 
News.  Some apartments and lofts in this area, but rent is very, very high.  Crime is 
moderate, due to the proximity to Boxtown.

King’s Landing – Dominated by Capitol City International Airport, modest track housing 
and excellent parks, King’s Landing is populated by upper-middle class and some lower-
upper class.  The presence of the airport prevents it from being a truly upscale island. 
Still if you can stomach the noise, the north end of the island has some lovely homes.

Lafayette – A working class neighborhood, Lafayette ranges from very poor in the north 
(near Van Horne) to very posh (near Eastpark).  With the park to its’ south and bordering 
with Little Italy to the west, Lafayette is a neighborhood of mixed income, ethnicity and 
crime rates.

Little Italy – Good food, good clothes, good rent, Little Italy is one of the safest 
neighborhoods in Capitol City, unless you anger the wrong people.  A traditional Italian 
neighborhood, dating back to before World War II, Little Italy is considered a gem in the 
crown of the city.

New Harbor – A recent development, New Harbor is a combination of an actual modern 
harbor and trendy urban living.  Also the location of the Sterling Enterprises Stadium 
(home of the Capitol City Cavaliers and Pirates), crime is moderate in the area, despite 
extensive patrolling by private security forces. Condo prices are high, though not the 



highest in the city.

Northoak – Predominantly residential, Northoak is a moderate area of homes and 
apartments.  With medium prices and safe streets, it is an excellent area to raise a family 
and has plenty of parks, commercial services and other diversions to keep the residents 
local.  Once an area of rich estates, lots have been subdivided multiple times leaving 
row after row of upscale prefabs.

Old Port – Once the picture of seedy dockside, the Old Port has undergone a 
renaissance.  With the actual shipping now going through New Harbor, the Old Port has 
become a tourist attraction of restored buildings and a fantastic boardwalk along the 
piers.  With a respectable marina and commercial aspect,  the Old Port Clock Tower is 
the number 2 place for marriages in Capitol City after the park.

Parkhill – The 2nd most expensive residential neighborhood in Capitol City, Parkhill also 
boasts the largest cemetery in the city, right along the west slope of Citadel Hill.  A mix 
of large homes, minor estates and exclusive residential complexes, Parkhill is the place 
where either a lot of money or inherited land is the only way to find a home.  Still it is 
only a wishing place for those who would rather live in…

Parkwest – The most expensive neighborhood in Capitol City, Parkwest is a 
combination of old houses, older money and a fine selection of classic high-rise 
condominiums along the park itself.  It is also home to the Glass Mansion, the last real 
mansion in the city and home to Jefferson Glass the 6th.  The mansion sits atop the 
Bluffs, which are impressive cliffs looking down on King's Bay.  On top of the CCPD, 
Parkwest is patrolled by a private security/police force that does not tolerate strangers or 
criminals of any ilk.

Pointe Duchene – Original site of the French colony.  Means Oak Point in English.  With 
a nontraditional street layout it was the only part of downtown unscathed by the fire of 
1903.  Still called the French Quarter by many it is mostly old buildings, restaurants, 
tourist shops, bars and expensive apartments.  Many French families live in the quarter 
and the streets are all signed in French as well.  It is not uncommon to hear French 
being spoken at any of the many cafés in the neighborhood.

River Oaks – A middle class neighborhood by the numbers, River Oaks was at one time 
one of the most affluent neighborhoods in Capitol City, but with the passing of time, the 
money left and the families moved in.  Crime is light to moderate the closer one gets to 
Griffintown.  It is considered the last step of the middle class before they leave the city 
for the affordable housing of Riverpark or Capitol City North.

Southill – A mostly Jewish and Eastern European neighborhood, Southill ranges from 
middle class near to Van Horne and Griffin town, to very upscale along Parkwest and 
Parkhill.  Some rather nice homes can be purchased climbing the slope towards Citadel 
Hill, as well as some decent apartment complexes.  Rents range from reasonable to very 
expensive, which also reflects the comparative crime rates.

South Park – The most crowded neighborhood in Capitol City is South Park. 
Devastated by the Capitol City fire of 1903, the property values plummeted after the 
disaster.  This lead to a massive rebuilding in the area and hundreds of high-rises 
(residential and commercial) being built.  With the actual park nearby, South Park has no 



practical green space, just street after street of apartments, office buildings and other 
towers.  The tallest building in the area, the Coral Tower, is dwarfed by most of the City 
Center, standing only 40 stories tall.  A smaller area, bordered by Boxtown to the south, 
Sussex Road to the east, the Number 15 highway to the west and National Avenue to 
the north is known as SoNa (South of National) and is becoming a newly developing 
trendy area for eating and cafés.  Recently this area was the sight of Ground Zero, the 
final climatic battle between the Champions and Ultimus.  Roughly 4 blocks were 
completely razed with massive loss of life.

Studio City – Home to the media corporations of Capitol City, Studio City is home to the 
Daily News and the Chronicle, as well as towers for all four major networks and a 
number of other television, music and film related business.  As well Studio City houses 
the theater district, right near Lafayette University.  Limited residential space comes at a 
premium, though the neighborhood is fairly clean and safe.

Sutton – Another working class neighborhood, Sutton shares a mixed ethnicity and 
income from the very upper-middle class to barely scrapping-by students.  Also home to 
a thriving garment district near to the auto route (Number 10), Sutton is moderate safe 
and provides access to East Capitol City by way of the Peter Ferguson Memorial Bridge.

Van Horne – The worst neighborhood in Capitol City, Van Horne is plagued by crime, 
gangs and other forms of inner city blight.  Named for the legendary pirate Jack Van 
Horne, many parts of Van Horne can be considered slums.  Isolated by 2 highways, train 
tracks and the East River, Van Horne gangs clash often with gangs from Griffintown, 
making for a very dangerous situation.

Waterfront – Built up out of the remnants of the Old Port warehouse district, the 
waterfront is the commercial/tourist juggernaut of Capitol City.  Home to the Casino, the 
Stewart Center for the Performing Arts and a very nice beach, Waterfront is the finest 
example of success and over-commercialization in the city.  Heavily patrolled by the 
CCPD, crime is low, so as not to scare off the tourists.

Woodland – The suburbs in the city, Woodland is street after street of affordable prefab 
housing, parks, decent schools, shopping malls and apartment complexes.  Bordering 
on Capitol City North and McKinley Park, the neighborhood is mostly white and middle-
class. Fairly safe, very clean and respectable, Woodland is ideal for raising a family 
without leaving the city.

CAPITOL CITY LOCATIONS

1] Glass Mansion – Home of recluse millionaire Jefferson Glass VI.  An octogenarian 
who has financed more buildings/projects/civics in Capitol City than any other man.  The 
Glass family is considered the eldest and most prestigious of all the old Capitol City 
money.  The Glass Mansion is a gigantic structure sitting on a hefty piece of real-estate 
that is worth a fortune on its own.

2] The Citadel Amphitheater – A classic old structure combining an outdoor bowl style 
theater as well as a adjoining building with two opera/theater halls within it was built out 
of the ruins of the old British Citadel.  The Amphitheater is the home of the Capitol City 
Symphony Orchestra, the Capitol City Penny Opera Society and the Capitol City 
Shakespeare Company.



3] Central Station – A combination of a bus depot and a train station, it is to be the 
origin point for Garth Sterling's Cross-Country Bullet Train.  As it stands now it is a very 
busy and fully functional transit station built in classical style.

4] The Women’s Institute for Metaphysics – Run by a sometimes super heroine 
known as the Wiccan, the Institute caters solely to female clients of the esoteric, mystic 
and arcane.  It is rumored to have an extensive occult library.

5] The I.S.I.S. Institute – The International Symposium on Integrated Science was first 
held in the summer of 1954.  The scientists involved found it to be a very productive and 
enjoyable event, so they repeated it every year.  After 10 such events, they decided to 
make it a permanent event and built the Institute to house the ongoing studies.

6] Lafayette University – The only fully accredited university in the city, it sits on a 
fabulously large and walled off campus, specializing in engineering, applied and 
theoretical sciences as well as having fully developed arts, communications and liberal 
arts departments.

7] Capitol City Institute of Technology – A newly constructed school complex 
specializing in workplace preparation and studies for many who cannot afford to attend 
Lafayette University or seek a faster and more focused approach to working in the 
technological fields.  Was founded and funded by Garth Sterling after Lafayette 
University turned down his advances to establish a technological school.  It is rumored 
that the move was blocked by Jefferson Glass, who is the University's foremost alumni.

8] Capitol City International Airport – Built on King's Landing, CCIA is an ultramodern 
airport and one of the few places the Concord was allowed to land.

9] Champions Island – A small man-made island it houses the Champion Hall, the 
former headquarters of Capitol City's premiere golden-age super-hero team the 
Champions.  It is only accessible by air or boat, though there is rumor that an 
underwater/ground tunnel to the island exists, though no one has ever found the 
entrance.  Abandoned since the death of the Champions at the hands of Ultimus.

10] Belle Isle Correctional Facility – A maximum security penitentiary for super-
humans, Belle Isle is the only stop for costumed criminals from all over the country.

11] Phillpebourgh – An old French fort from the reign of  Phillppe II, it was completed in 
1720 just 2 years before the British took the area for themselves as a part of the Three 
Years War.  A British fleet, heading for Massachusetts was blown off course by harsh 
winds and eventually, under cover of fog sailed in range of the fort.  Due to the fog, 
lookouts failed to see the approaching fleet and once the British realized where they 
were, they launched an all-out assault.  The battle took the better part of two days and 
went from ship to shore fighting, to landing actions, to a breach of the fortifications and 
eventually the surrender of the Fort Commander, Colonel Jean-Paul Levesque as 
British Troops attempted to breakdown the door to his office.  Renamed Sentry Island by 
the British, in 1876 the Capitol City French Society successfully petitioned for the fort to 
be returned to its' original name.  The commander of the British Forces was none other 
than Commodore Jefferson Glass.



12] Jean Paul Levesque Airport – Named for Colonel Jean-Paul Levesque who served 
as the local military governor for Pointe Duchene from 1710 to 1721, the airport was first 
to be named Jefferson Glass Airport, but pressure from the Capitol City French Society 
convinced the state government to honor the French heritage of the area.  This act 
served as a catalyst for Jefferson Glass VI to spearhead the Capitol City International 
Airport Initiative as revenge.  Still JPL served for 15 years as the largest airport between 
Atlanta and New York.  Despite losing much of it's passenger traffic to CCIA, JPL 
remains a very busy freight and shipping airport.

13] Titan Observatory – Originally known as the Capitol City Observatory, it was 
purchased outright in 1955 by Dr. Phineas Jones, aka the super hero Doc Titan.  From 
that point on it was known as the Titan Observatory and functioned as the headquarters 
of the superhero group Team Titan until the late 70s' when the team disbanded.  While 
remaining a private holding, Doc Titan himself hosts and lectures elementary and high 
school groups throughout the school year.

14] Roanoke Naval Base – First built in 1730 under orders of Commodore Jefferson 
Glass, Roanoke was first a simple squadron base but grew to be a flotilla base and 
eventually a shipyard.  During the first and second World Wars the shipyards were 
expanded and eventually even were one of the few sights slated to build nuclear 
submarines.  Civic outcry at the idea of having nuclear reactors in the area persuaded 
the navy to look elsewhere and the importance of the base diminished.  At the end of the 
Cold War a large section of the shipyards were sold off to private interests, though the 
Naval base remained and still operates.

15] Wilkerson Inc. – Headquarters of Capitol City's number 2 technology firm, 
Wilkerson Inc. specializes in military contracts and aviation technology.  Once the most 
powerful corporation in Capitol City, Wilkerson has seen their glory fade in the past ten 
years due solely to the expansion and aggressive business dealings of Sterling 
Enterprises.

16] Sterling Enterprises – A relative newcomer to Capitol City, Sterling Enterprises is 
wholly owned by one Garth Sterling, the 4th richest man in the world.  Sterling was a real 
estate man who managed to out maneuver the markets and his competitors, buying 
small company after small company, building his financial empire on long shots that paid 
off.  It is said that under the umbrella of Sterling Enterprises one can find a company that 
makes or sells anything.  The 105 floor headquarters of this business empire is the 
largest and most modern in Capitol City.

17] E.A.G.L.E. Regional Office – Supported by a full base in New York State, the 
regional office for EAGLE is merely an office tower, reinforced to be sure, but nothing 
more impressive than that.

18] Ground Zero – The site of the final battle between Ultimus and the Champions.  4 
city blocks completely razed and hundreds of millions of property damage in the area. 
Rebuilding efforts are underway.

CAPITOL CITY AND AREA ATTRACTIONS

Black Fox Reservoir – In the 1970's Carter Dam was built and the result was that this 
end of the Black Fox River became a flooded area as a massive reservoir for the city.  In 



the summer the reservoir serves as a bit of an aquatic playground for the area residents, 
with cottages on it's northwestern shores (the southeastern shores are either Native 
Reserve or State Park) and a small village on the reservoir side of the 217.  Monitoring 
of the reservoir is strict and it has been known to be closed to the public for weeks at a 
time due to toxins or other issues.

Black Fox State Park – Created just after World War 2, the State Park was 
appropriated from the local Natives despite their protestations.  Now and excellent 
camping area and nature preserve, the Park manages to generate good money for it's 
maintenance.  This and the appropriation resulted in the Ma'Quitic tribe suing the State 
in 1989 and winning a considerable settlement.  Part of that settlement allows for Native 
hunting in the park and fishing on the parkside of the neighboring reservoir.

Carter Dam – Sponsored and pushed ahead by President Carter, the Dam opened in 
1979 and the opening was presided over by the President himself.  Requiring a huge 
purchase of Native land, the Carter Dam was the first step in making the Ma'Quitic one 
of the richest tribes in North America. The dam all but dried up the southern end of the 
Black Fox River (which is now a wide concrete drainage canal

Citadel Hill – A large hill overlooking the city, Citadel Hill is only 100 feet short of being 
a mountain at 600 feet above sea level.  It is the largest mound in the area and is almost 
alone in it's size as the land falls away from all directions around it.  As such it was the 
perfect place for British Troops to build a lookout (or Citadel) in the 18th century.  Mostly 
undeveloped, it has only two structures on it, the old Citadel Amphitheater and Titan 
Observatory.  The remains of it are covered with trees, small rest areas for hikers and 
picnickers.  It is a popular spot after hours for teens to go and hang out and there are 
four cardinal point lookouts that are popular parking spots.

Ma'Quitic Reservation – Once one of the poorest tribes, the purchase of land for the 
Carter Dam Project and the eventual settlement of the State Park Appropriation has left 
the tribe quite flush with money.  Still there has been a strong resurgence of heritage 
and many members of the reserve has taken to recapturing their ancestral customs and 
way of life.  That said, there is a large casino and outlet shopping area just on reserve 
land off the 217.  Despite this mix of old an modern, or perhaps because of it, the 
Ma'Quitic people are vocal proponents for Native Reparations and have instituted an 
extensive college and secondary education bursary system for Native students.

Sentry Island – Originally a French Military holding, Sentry Island was named such by 
Commodore Jefferson Glass after he successfully took control of the island in 1720. 
Now parks and recreation areas, it is reachable only by ferry or seabus from the Old 
Port, and via private watercraft.

CAPITOL CITY BURROUGHS

Capitol City North – A standard suburb with excellent greenspace, plenty of shopping 
and services for the citizens in the area.  Is home to the Oakwood Mall, the largest 
shopping center in the region.  Nicknamed “North Cap” by the locals.

Capitol City South – Mostly industrial, mostly poor and crime ridden.  “Capitol South”, 
as it is called, is a model of poor urban planning.  The spill over of the local docks, the 
train yards, the Miller Penitentiary and working class folks trying to get by has made this 



a dangerous place with corrupt police, a corrupt city council and plenty of mob influence. 
If it wasn't for the JPL Airport no one who didn't belong there would ever go but thanks to 
the excellent highways, most folks never have to venture too far into Capitol South.

East Capitol City – “East Cap” is a nice place to raise a family.  Plenty of good housing, 
excellent policing, schools, two colleges and numerous services.  It is the exact opposite 
of Capitol South.  As a result it is also a pretty white bread and vanilla sort of place.

Essex – Looking to own an estate, ranch, manor house?  Have lots of money but hate 
the city?  Welcome to Essex.  Home to some of the richest people of the region, and old 
money at that, Essex is essentially the kind of place where people who make 6 figures a 
year wish they could live.  Most of them settle for Seaton.

McKinley Park – Named for President William McKinley who visited the are in 1900 and 
called Capitol City the “City for the New Century!”, the area was mostly forestland and 
orchards.  It remains so mostly today, but it also boasts a few nice little village style 
neighborhoods and a diverse population.  The park part, comes from an excellent forest 
that was once considered for National Park status but was passed over.  Interestingly 
enough the area was created after a bid to rename Capitol City to McKinley was voted 
down thanks to an impressive campaign by Jefferson Glass V, who even got President 
McKinley to write a letter to the Capitol City Chronicle stating he was flattered but felt it 
would be wrong to rename so great a city after him.  The effort to rename was instead 
poured into the creation of McKinley Park, which became a Township in 1910 and an 
Incorporated City in 1931 on the 20th anniversary of McKinley's assassination.

Riverpark – Once extensive farmland, suburbia has crept in and taken much of the 
waterfront property.  Still many farms remain in the area and an excellent series of small 
neighborhoods thrive.  With the Carter Dam shrinking the Black Fox River, development 
on the floodlands has attracted a lot of first time homeowners looking to build and have 
land to raise a family.

Roanoke – It started as a Royal Navy base and has remained the home of the Capitol 
City area military ever since.  A mix of now low rent track houses once owned by the 
navy, the area has been flooded by immigrants seeking to own homes at reasonable 
prices and poorer locals looking to flee the city.  Crime is high, the Naval Base results in 
a lot of prostitution and other illicit activities.

Royal Orr – Named for a British Poet who wrote of the capture of Phillipebourgh in the 
1700's, Royal Orr is an upper middle class township that has made good off of those 
who own and profit off the misery of Capitol South.  Many mob families maintain large 
and expensive houses in this area, though recently an influx of Nouveau Riche has seen 
different races and backgrounds mingling here.

Seaton – The Poorer Essex, North Seaton is a playground for those with only one or a 
few million to their name.  Large houses, excellent services and one nasty case of 
attitude for not being Essex is what you find here.  South Seaton claims excellent 
seaside properties and as one gets nearer to the shore the local fishing communities 
have held on and an excellent beach area exists that is crowded with city folk all summer 
long.  Many have cottages in South Seaton and there are always plenty for rent in the 
summer months, but book early.



Stockton – Stockton is a mixed city, with industrial zones, poor areas and nice areas, 
condos and apartment buildings on the East River and an impressive commercial area. 
It has benefited by the damming of the Black Fox River, allowing floodland housing 
developments that has attracted new blood to the very well developed Stockton.

CAPITOL CITY SUPERHEROES AND VILLAINS

Ballistique – A female villain of French decent, Ballistique is a speedster and gun user. 
She is available for mercenary work and is purely out for profit.  She is not hesitant to kill 
and uses her twin .45s to that end effectively.  She is the partner in crime of Elastique.

Captain Max – A corporate sell-out if ever there was one, Captain Max is an icon hero 
(Superman type) who rents his jacket out for logos and sponsors.  He also does public 
appearances as well.  While he does fight crime, he is known for defending the interests 
of his sponsors over the general public.  He is a bit of a media darling, but mostly reviled 
by other heroes.

Doc Titan – THE hero of Capitol City from the 30's to the late 70's, Doc Titan was the 
founder and leader of Team Titan, creator of the Infinity Formula (which gave him and a 
number of others their powers in the Golden Age) and a Nobel prize winning 
inventor/scientist.  He is currently retired, but has barely aged a decade since WW2 
thanks to his Formula.

Elastique – Partner in crime of Ballistique, Elastique is a French decent female with 
stretching powers.  The nice one of the two, she is still a murderess who has been 
known to kill hostages even after escaping.  She works exclusively with Ballistique.

Katanarchist, the – A vigilante/anarchist who is opposed to all commercial and 
globalization of Capitol City.  While not a murderer, he is violent, wielding a Katana and 
having a penchant for property crimes.  His biggest and most frequent victim is Garth 
Sterling.  He is known to be romantically involved with Lady Steele and has worked with 
Nightraven on occasion.

Lady Steele – A pirate themed woman, who claims to be a direct descendant of Captain 
Jack Van Horne.  She wields a pirate saber and claims to be the protector of Van Horne. 
This does bring her into direct conflict with the CCPD on occasion and she has been 
labeled a criminal by the Chronicle and the Daily News.  She is romantically linked to the 
Katanarchist and has worked with Nightraven on occasion.

Nightraven – A mysterious vigilante who strikes against crime in the poor and rougher 
neighborhoods of Capitol City, he turned down a public offer to join the Champions and 
has been labeled a menace and criminal by both the Chronicle and the Daily News.  He 
is the scourge of the underworld and has managed to expose or bring to justice many a 
would be crime boss.  He has been known to work alongside the Katanarchist and Lady 
Steele, but only from time to time.

Wiccan, the – Head and founder of the Women’s Institute for Metaphysics, the Wiccan 
is the city's foremost sorceress.  She rarely participates in super heroics though had 
been known to lend a hand to the Champions from time to time.  She spends her time 
teaching and learning with only female students and in the propagation of her worship of 
the Goddess Creator.



CAPITOL CITY – HEROES & VILLAIN WORLDWIDE – SOLO*

Lady America – Golden Age superhero, she was one of the first to benefit from Doc 
Titan’s Infinity Formula.  Thanks to that she hasn’t aged more than a decade since WW2 
and appears to be in her late 20’s.  Was 18 when she volunteered for the program in 
1941 which makes her 84 years old as of 2007.  Has worked as an EAGLE agent, but 
really answers only to the President.

Lord Sovereign – Lord Sovereign was a Nazi officer during WW2 that came into 
repeated conflict with Allied Heroes.  During the raid on Castle Fear, he was horribly 
scarred/injured in the explosion and had to don a suit of living saving armor to survive. 
Over the years has added to his armor and become a world be world dictator, long since 
leaving the ideals of National Socialism behind.  In fact he has been known to come into 
conflict with the 4th Reich on occasion.

*Does not prevent any of these as having been part or being part of a team, just they tend to operate solo the majority of 
the time and currently have no team status.

CAPITOL CITY – HEROES & VILLAIN WORLDWIDE - TEAMS

Protectors of New York, the – Known as PONY (their shuttle is called the Pony 
Express by New Yorkers), this team is the oldest surviving Silver Age team.  Countless 
New York heroes have been members, with the greatest tragedy coming on 9/11 when 
almost the entire active membership was killed in the collapse of the towers.  In the 5 
years since a new line-up has formed at the request of then Mayor Giuliani, and has 
managed to rise to considerable respect after a rocky start.

Ravage V – Having battled various super hero teams over the years, the V stands for 
the number 5, not the fifth variant of the team.  The roster has never changed since their 
first appearance against the Protectors of New York in 1989.

Supergang - Was the first ever team of supers back before WW2 and has been revived 
time and time again. Far too many members to list here and the current membership is 
unknown as the new lineup has yet to debut.  Rather than list each line up as a 1, 2, 3 
etc, this villain team simply keeps it’s name status.

CAPITOL CITY – PARAMILITARY/LAW ENFORCEMENT AND TERROIST 
ORGANIZATIONS - WORLDWIDE

A.I.A. – The American Intelligence Agency was created after 9/11 as the merging of all 
alphabet espionage agencies.  While not the same as Homeland Security, the AIA does 
defer to them on domestic cases.

E.A.G.L.E. – Superhuman/Special law enforcement is done by EAGLE (Extended 
American Government Law Enforcement) who use a combination of regular troops and 
powered armor troopers.  While they have regional offices and about a half dozen bases 
spread out around the country, command is located at a secret mountain base called the 
Aerie.  No one outside of EAGLE knows the location of this base, except the President 
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.  Does not answer or fall subservient to Homeland Security.



Citadel, the – An organization formed out of United Empire Loyalists who started after 
the American revolution and remains opposed to the independence of America.  While 
they feel that England has also become corrupted by the American ideal of Liberty, they 
no longer seek reunification with the United Kingdom, but instead seek now to impose 
their own royalty on America and rule it as an absolute monarchy.  Quite deeply 
entrenched in America, ASGARD estimates that 1 in 10 Americans has had contact with 
a Citadel member at least once.

Dark Brotherhood, the – A collection of sorcerers, witches and other evil occultists, the 
Dark Brotherhood is essentially an uber-coven.  A network for evil magiks and contacts 
that seemingly has no set agenda, but works to collect resources across the world. 
Essentially is an evil magic support group and Craig’s List.

Reich, the – The leftovers of the surviving Nazis of WW2 who are still fighting for the 
glory of Der Führer.   Using ultra modern equipment, a variety of hidden bases and left 
over WW2 supers and some new ones from extensive genetic manipulation endeavors 
the Reich knows it cannot win an all out war... yet.

V.E.N.O.M. – Villainy, Extortion, Nihilism, Oppression and Murder… these are the 5 
tenants of VENOM.  A worldwide terrorist organization that seeks to sow as much chaos 
and evil as it can including outright acts of mass murder.  The North American version is 
serpent themes while in Europe it is arachnid themed.  Both branches do not get along 
well, each looking down on the other.  As such it is rare to see team-ups between their 
respective supers.
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